
WARM INDUSTRIAL FURNITURE BUILT BY



Warm industrial furniture built by GOOD+LIFE MFG.

EMPOWER & EMPLOY 

The GOOD+LIFE MFG. social enterprise training program proudly presents this catalog of our first 
ever collection of industrial products. We hope that this catalog also serves as a testament to the work 
put in by the apprentices. All products featured are available for sale and made to order. 100% of profits 
from GOOD+LIFE MFG. products go right back into the program helping not only to empower but also 
employ hi-risk Antelope Valley youth.

Special thanks to our partners:

America’s Job Center of California | City of Lancaster California | Los Angeles County Office of Education
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PL-001
PS-001

red orange yellow green

maroon magenta sky 
blue white

violet cyan aqua black

FEATURES:

» Funky One of A Kind Paint Job
» LA Insignia on the face
» Functional Hook

L $20.00

S $ 15.00

COLORS (choose up to 3)

Large: 4”H x 6”w x 4”d

Small: 2”H x 4”w x 2”d

These simple steel boxes are a fun way to add more than just a touch of green to any indoor/outdoor living 
space. The sheet metal frames are welded along the walls of the box to ensure your plants stay put. These 
can be set an any surface or hung along a railing with the attached hook. There is also drainage holes on the 
bottom panel that allow moisture to escape and keep living plants healthy and thriving.

hydro-dipped planter boxes
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WOOD FINISHES

$200.00

FEATURES:

» Infinity Steel Tube Frame
» Mid-Calf Foot Rest
» Wood Panel Seamless Seat Top

WARM CHERRY
SS-001-WC

CHARCOAL
SS-001-CW

2.75’H x 1’w x 1’d

What these minimal pedestal styled stools lack in size they make up for in functionality and quality. These 
pieces can be just as easily used as a night stand, a decorative pedestal, as well as a robust bar stool. The 
pedestals are comprised of 1.5” square steel tubing and come in pairs.  

SS-001minimal floating pedestals 
2 PIECE PAIR
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WOOD FINISHES

$200.00

FEATURES:

» Bar Top Resin Finish
» Undercarriage Storage
» Inlay Tabletop

1.75’H x 4’w x 2’d

This simple coffee table offers a classic design that also maximizes functionality, it makes a great addition 
into any indoor/outoor lounge seating areas. The table has a four panel table top accented by steel ribbed 
framing, the undercarriage features the fifth panel which floats gently above the ground and runs the length 
of the table. This panel adds both structural integrity and added storage.

WARM CHERRY
CT-001-WC

CHARCOAL
CT-001-CW

CT-001five panel coffee table 
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WOOD FINISHES

$800.00

FEATURES:

» Infinity Steel Tube Frame
» Raw Wood Panel Seating
» Undercarriage Storage Space

WARM CHERRY
SB-001-WC

CHARCOAL
SB-001-CW

2.75’H x 6’w x 2’d

This bench combines the raw textures of unprocessed steel/wood and minimal design into a beautifully 
striking balance. The chic lounge bench is a perfect addition to any indoor/outdoor lounge spaces and 
great piece for entertaining. The bench is comprised of a 1.5”x2.25” rectangular steel tubing frame. 

SB-001minimal floating bench 
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WOOD FINISHES
FEATURES:

» Pinwheel Steel Frame Design
» Steel Mesh Inlay Tabletop
» 4 Panel Wood Seamless Tabletop

3’H x 6’w x 2.5’d

This bar top table demonstrates some of the more ornate possibilities of GOOD+LIFE MFG. furnishings 
without sacrificeing quality or function. Four seamless wood panels encased in a pinwheel steel frame 
surround a mesh inlay on the tabletop. Pinwheel frame design is repeated on both ends of the table.

WARM CHERRY
BT-001-WC

CHARCOAL
BT-001-CW

$1000.00BT-001decorative bar top table 
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WOOD FINISHES
FEATURES:

» Seamless Steel Framed Wood Worktop
» 3 Drawer Lockable Filing Cabinet Storage
» Compact and Light Weight

WARM CHERRY
OD-001-WC

CHARCOAL
OD-001-CW

2.5’H x 4’w x 2’D

This desk is a great addition to any buisness or workplace. As with the rest of the collection it is made of 
the same unprocessed steel and wood. Kept indoors this piece witll last you a lifetime, it is also compact 
enough that it can fit nicely into a bedroom for a convinient workspace. The desk features a 3 drawer filing 
cabinet for storage which can be removed, making configuration of the desk within any space easy.

$525.00OD-001compact office work desk 
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moveable retail display dolly 

CHARCOAL
R-001-CW

WOOD FINISHES

WARM CHERRY
R-001-WC

FEATURES:

» Dual-level Hanging Rack
» 3 Half-n-Half Wood and Inlay Mesh Shelves
» Wheels with lockable casters

4.5”H x 4’w x 2.75’d

This piece shows the versatility of the warm industrial style furniture, and offers a stylish solution for retail 
display applications. With a dual-level hanging rack, 3 shelves and a large 4 panel storage base, this piece 
has tons of potential. Clothing, shoes, planters and more will stand out beautifully against the sleek design 
of of this display. There are 4 wheels on lockable casters making configuration  a snap.

$700.00R-001


